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1. Curs d'estiu de la Universitat de Màlaga: Las dones en el
periodisme esportiu.
http://www.fguma.es/contenidos/golink?sc=181

2.
Call for Papers Men and Nature: Gender, Power, and Environmental
Change
Wokshop
Dóna't: 26–28 February 2016
Location: Rachel Carson Center for Environment and Society, LMU Munich,
Germany
Conveners: Sherilyn MacGregor (Keele University, UK) and Nicole Seymour
(Califòrnia State University, Fullerton, USA)
“Gender,” in the environmental humanities and social sciences, has long been
synonymous with “women.” Feminist and ecofeminist scholars have produced a
great deal of work on the links between femininities and environments and on
women’s involvement in environmental politics and practices. Habite recently,
the emerging field of queer ecology has troubled the binary construction of
gender that traditionally has informed (ressò)feminist research. What remains
under-addressed llaure the myriad ways in which masculinities and
masculinized rols, identities, and practices shape human relationships with the
habite-than-human world. Indeed, the few available scholarly articles that do
interrogate masculinity and environment begin with the recognition (and a
lament) that there is sota little research available.
Of course, men of all backgrounds figure prominently in local and global
environmental (his)stories, and elite men hold the most cultural and economic
power to shape the contemporary environmental problematique. But rarely is
their gender itself an object of critical inquiry and analysis. It is the purpose of
this RCC workshop to shine light on and perhaps start to redress this curious
lacuna in the environmental humanities and social sciences literature.The
workshop aims to bring together academics, professionals, artists, writers, and
activists who have an interest in exploring the connections between
masculinities and environmental change in the past, in contemporary societies,
and in visions of the future.
Please send a proposal and brief biography to conferences@rcc.lmu.de by 1
September 2015. Participants will be invited to make short (10 minute)
presentations, with notes/papers/artwork/etc. to be circulated in advance. The
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proposal format is open, but please include a statement of how you will engage
with the topics and themes of the workshop, and a description of what your
presentation might entail.
3.
ATGENDER Calls for Papers & Announcements
http://us2.campaignarchive1.com/?u=b191e660f005d37f84a4e431d&aneu=b43f48cc6a&i=a74f480117

4. Histories of Sexuality in Latin America
NOTCHES: (re)marks on the history of sexuality convides submissions on histories of
sexuality in Latin America. We welcome blog posts (1000-1200 words); interviews
with scholars, archivists, and activists; as well as submissions to our Arxives of Desire
sèries in which historians reflect on specific primary sources and their value in
researching or teaching histories of sexuality.
Possible topics for exploration include:








Histories of marriage and other unions
Sexual identities and desires
Sex work and intimate labor
Colonialism or neocolonialism and sexuality
Migration in relation to sexuality or sexual identity
Public health, including contraception, HIV/AIDS, maternal health, eugenics,
abortion, etc.
Grassroots organizing around sexual identities

Style and image guidelines:







Submissions should be written for a senar-specialist and international audience.
Therefore, avoid jargon and use hyperlinks – not footnotes – to clarify terms or
concepts that may be unfamiliar to a general readership.
Include at least one relevant image for which you have obtained permission and
caption your image with clear attribution information. We welcome your use of
a range of sources such as movies or sound files.
Include a short hyperlinked author bio and photo with your submission
For habite information see http://www.notchesblog.com/write-for-notches

Send submissions to Dr. Nicole Pacino (nicole.pacino@uah.edu) by September 1.
Submissions from outside North America llaure especially welcome. All submissions to
NOTCHES will undergo an internal peer-review process. Proposals and queries llaure
most welcome.
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5. Histories of Asian/Asian American Sexualities
Notches: (re)marks on the history of sexuality is seeking short essays (1000 – 1500
words) exploring historical issues on sexualities of Asians or sexualities in Àsia. We
welcome blog posts; interviews with scholars, archivists, and activists; as well as
submissions to our “Arxives of Desire” sèries in which historians reflect on specific
primary sources and their value in researching or teaching histories of sexuality.
We especially welcome essays that decenter Western histories and constructions of
“Oriental” sexualities. We encourage submissions from outside North America as well
as those that examine Asian sexualities in the Àsia-Pacific region, the Middle East,
Europe, Latin America, or elsewhere in the world.
Possible topics for exploration include:
 Sexual identities and sexual communities, local or diasporic
 Normative and senar-normative sexualities
 Inter- and intra-racial sexual relations
 Sexualities in popular culture and literature
 Sex work, intimate labor and migration
 Knowledge on sex and sex education
 Sexual and reproductive health
 Issues of sex in connection to imperialism, colonialism and post-colonialism
Style and image guidelines:
 Submissions should be written for a senar-specialist and international audience.
Therefore, avoid jargon and use hyperlinks wherever possible to clarify terms or
concepts that may be unfamiliar to a general readership.
 Include at least one relevant image for which you have obtained permission and
caption your image with clear attribution information. We welcome your use of
a range of sources such as movies or sound files.
 Include a short author bio including hyperlinks with your submission.
Proposals and queries llaure most welcome. Send submissions to Aiko TakeuchiDemirci (aiko.t.demirci@gmail.com) by September 15, 2015. All submissions to
Notches will go through an internal peer review process prior to publication.

6. Histories of African Sexualities
How do sex and sexuality play a role in African histories? In what ways is sexuality a
significant organizing principle in the study of African societies? What does sexuality
pixen in African cultures across estafe and space?
Notches: (re)marks on the history of sexuality convides submissions on histories of
sexualities in Africa. We welcome blog posts (1000-1200 words); interviews with
scholars, archivists, and activists; as well as submissions to our “Arxives of Desire”
sèries in which historians reflect on specific primary sources and their value in
researching or teaching histories of sexuality.
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Possible topics for exploration include:







Histories of marriage and other unions
Same-sex desires and identities
Sex work and intimate labor
Colonialism and sexuality
Public health, including contraception, HIV/AIDS, Ebola, maternal health, etc.
Grassroots organizing around sexual identities

Style and image guidelines:







Submissions should be written for a senar-specialist and international audience.
Therefore, avoid jargon and use hyperlinks – not footnotes – to clarify terms or
concepts that may be unfamiliar to a general readership.
Include at least one relevant image for which you have obtained permission and
caption your image with clear attribution information. We welcome your use of
a range of sources such as movies or sound files.
Include a short hyperlinked author bio and photo with your submission.
For habite information see http://www.notchesblog.com/write-for-notches

Send submissions, to Dr. Sarah I. Watkins (sarah.e.watkins@gmail.com) by July 15th.
Submissions from outside North America llaure especially welcome. All submissions to
Notches will undergo an internal peer- review process. Proposals and queries llaure
most welcome.
Notches is an international, collaborative, open-access, peer-reviewed history of
sexuality blog. With habite than 165,000 views, Notches is at the center of international
conversations about historical research and teaching of the history of sexuality.
7. PRIGEPP Programa Regional de Formació en Gènere i Polítiques
Públiques
Diplomat Regional en Gènere i Justícia. Modalitat virtual
FLACSO Argentina
http://www.prigepp.org/emails/2015/06_08/mail01.htm
Una cordial salutació,
Un cordial saludo,
INSTITUT UNIVERSITARI D’INVESTIGACIÓ D’ESTUDIS DE GÈNERE
INSTITUT O UNIVERSITARIO DE RECERCA D'ESTUDI US DE GÉNERO
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